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Abstract
We propose RPSRNet - a novel end-to-end trainable deep
neural network for rigid point set registration. For this
task, we use a novel 2D -tree representation for the input
point sets and a hierarchical deep feature embedding in
the neural network. An iterative transformation refinement
module of our network boosts the feature matching accuracy in the intermediate stages. We achieve an inference
speed of ∼12-15 ms to register a pair of input point clouds
as large as ∼250K. Extensive evaluations on (i) KITTI
LiDAR-odometry and (ii) ModelNet-40 datasets show that
our method outperforms prior state-of-the-art methods –
e.g., on the KITTI dataset, DCP-v2 by 1.3 and 1.5 times, and
PointNetLK by 1.8 and 1.9 times better rotational and translational accuracy respectively. Evaluation on ModelNet40
shows that RPSRNet is more robust than other benchmark
methods when the samples contain a significant amount of
noise and disturbance. RPSRNet accurately registers point
clouds with non-uniform sampling densities, e.g., LiDAR
data, which cannot be processed by many existing deeplearning-based registration methods.

1. Introduction
Rigid point set registration (RPSR) is indispensable
in numerous computer vision and graphics applications –
e.g., camera pose estimation [2, 63], LiDAR-based odometry [74, 38], 3D reconstruction of partial scenes [30], simultaneous localization and mapping tasks [46], to name a few.
An RPSR method estimates the rigid motion field, parameterized by rotation (R ∈ SO(D)) and translation (t ∈ RD ),
of a moving sensor from the given pair of D-dimensional
point clouds (source and target).
Generally, different types of input data from diverse application areas pose distinct challenges to registration methods, e.g., (i) LiDAR data contains large number of points
with non-uniform sampling density, (ii) partial scans obtained from structured-light sensors or multi-view camera
systems contain a large number of points with small amount
of overlap between the point clouds, (iii) RGB-D sensors,

Figure 1. Rigid Point Set Registration using Barnes-Hut (BH)
2D -tree Representation. The center-of-masses (CoMs) and
point-densities (̺) of non-empty tree-nodes are computed for the
respective BH-trees of the source and target. These two attributes
are input to our RPSRNet which has global feature-embedding
blocks employing tree-convolution operations on the nodes. Finally, we regress rigid rotation (R ∈ SO(D)) and translation
(t ∈ RD ) parameters from output features.

such as Kinect, yield dense depth data with large displacement between consecutive frames.
Classical RPSR Methods. Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
[10] and its many variants [29, 56, 36, 60, 70, 28, 23] are
the most widely used methods that alternate the nearest correspondence search and transformation estimation steps at
every iteration. A comparative study [50] shows that several ICP variants target a specific challenge, and many of
them are prone to converge in bad local-minima. Coherent Point Drift (CPD) [44] is another state-of-the-art approach from the class of probabilistic RPSR methods. Similar to CPD, GMMReg [11], FilterReg [21], and HGMR [19]
are also probabilistic RPSR methods that treat the data as
Gaussian mixture models. The probabilistic models for
rigid alignment gives more robustness against noisy input
than ICP [10]. Recently physics-based approaches, e.g.,
GA [25], BH-RGA [26], FGA [4], and [1, 3], are appearing
computationally faster and more robust than ICP or CPD.
These methods assume that the point clouds are astrophysical particles with masses and obtain the optimal alignment
by defining a motion model for the source in a simulated
gravitational field. However, most of the above methods

run on CPUs and do not scale to register large point clouds,
e.g., LiDAR scans. Due to this, often handcrafted [18] or
automatically extracted [58, 57] feature descriptors are iteratively sampled using RANSAC [53] to obtain true correspondence matches. On the other hand, Fast Global Registration (FGR) [77] replaces the RANSAC step with a robust
global optimization technique to obtain true matches.
DNN-based Point Processing Registration Methods. A
recent survey [39] shows that many contributions are made
to the development of deep neural networks (DNNs) for
point cloud processing (PCP) tasks [51, 52, 69, 5, 66, 67,
42, 30, 32, 13, 62, 71, 48, 47, 40, 61, 41], e.g., classification
and segmentation [51, 52, 69], correspondence and geometric feature matching [24, 35], up-sampling [72], and downsampling [47]. Rigid point-set registration using DNNs appeared recently [20, 5, 66, 67, 42, 30, 48, 71, 13]. Elbaz et al. [20] introduce the LORAX algorithm for large
scale point set registration using super-point representation. PointNetLK [5] is the first RPSR method which
uses PointNet [51] (w/o its T-net component) to obtain
the global feature-embedding of source and target. The
method further uses the iterative Lucas and Kanade (LK)
method to obtain the transformation optimizing the distance between global features. Unlike PointNetLK, the recent RPSR method Deep Closet Point (DCP) [66] chooses
DGCNN [68] to obtain the feature embedding and a Transformer network [17] to learn contextual residuals between
them. PRNet [67] is an extension of DCP [66] to solve
a matching sharpness issue. Deep Global Registration
(DGR) [13], [16], and 3DRegNet [48] are among the latest methods to report better accuracy than FGR [77] for
registering partial-to-partial scans. DGR takes fully convolutional geometric features (FCGF) [15] and trains a
high dimensional convolutional network [14] to classify inliers/outliers from the input FCGF descriptors. Finally, a
weighted Procrustes [27] using inlier weights estimate the
transformation. 3DRegNet [48] method also employs a
classifier, similar to the inlier/outlier classification block of
DGR, but using deep ResNet [31] layers, followed by differentiable Procrustes [27] to align the scans. Notably, both
3DRegNet and DGR have ∼4 times and ∼10 higher runtime
than DCP [66]. Some other RPSR methods using DNNs are
AlignNet-3D [30], DeepGMR [73] and DeepVCP [42].
Problems in DNN-based Point Cloud Processing. Generally, DNNs on 3D point clouds give more intuitive high
dimensional geometric features learned from the given samples. Although, the convolution operations are not straight
forward for DNNs on point clouds because they can be
unordered, irregular and unstructured. Voxel-based [43]
or shallow grid-based [54] representations use volumetric convolution which is very memory demanding (O(N 3 )
where N is the voxel resolution) and can only be applied
to very small problems. In contrast, multilayer perceptron

(MLP) based convolution in [51, 52, 69, 72] operate on
sub-sampled versions of the point clouds. Thus, the local
correlation between the latent-features are inefficiently established using random neighborhood search in MLP-based
methods. Another critical disadvantage of methods relying
on PointNet [51] (or its extension [52]) is that deconvolution is inapplicable. RPMNet [71], which is another PointNet [51] reliant RPSR method, shows that it requires points’
normals to be computed beforehand for robust alignment.
Additionally, the inference time, a crucial parameter for
real-time applications, of several recent DNN-based methods [71, 48, 13] are not on a par with DCP [66] or DeepVCP [42]. Among the DNN based approaches of RPSR, no
method is available so far which addresses the aforementioned issues.
2D -Tree Based Methods for Point Cloud Processing.
2D -tree (e.g., octree in 3D or quadtree in 2D) representation [76] of a point cloud is more memory efficient to encode local correlation among the points inside a tree-cell as
they can share the same input signals. Unlike regular grids,
2D -tree representation free up the empty cells, which are often more than 50% for sparse point clouds, from being computed. Moreover, it provides hierarchical correlations between the neighborhood cells. FGA [4] and BH-RGA [26]
are the latest physics-based RPSR methods to use BarnesHut (BH) 2D -tree representation of point clouds. FGA
shows state-of-the-art alignment accuracy and the fastest
speed among the classical methods. DNN-based methods
for shape reconstruction from a single image [62], point
cloud classification and segmentation (PCCS) [37, 65], realtime 3D scene analysis [64], shape retrieval [55], and large
LiDAR data compression [32] have all appeared in last three
years which claim 2D -tree as more efficient learning representation for point clouds. Although, there is no RPSR
method that addresses the aforementioned problems of previous learning-based approaches and simultaneously utilizes the efficacy of 2D -tree representation.
In this paper, we present the first DNN-based RPSR
method using a novel Barnes-Hut (BH) [8] 2D -tree representation of input point clouds (see Fig. 1). At first, we build
a BH-tree by recursively subdividing the normalized bounding space of an input point cloud up to a limiting depth d
(Sec. 2). A tree with maximum depth d = 6 or 7 (i.e., equivalent to 643 or 1283 voxels in 3D) gives a fine level of granularity for our proposed DNN to process. Except from the
root node, which contains all the points, the internal nodes
of the 2D -tree encapsulate varying number of points. Hence,
the center-of-masses (CoMs) and the inverse densities (IDs)
of the nodes, computed at each depth, are the representative
attributes of a BH-tree. Besides, the neighbors of a given
node are easily retrievable using established indexing and
hash maps [7] for 2D -tree. With this input representation,
Sec. 3 describes the complete pipeline of RPSRNet. To this

end, we design a single DNN block – hierarchical feature
extraction (HFE) – with d hidden layers for global feature
extraction. Two sub-blocks under HFE – namely hierarchical position feature embedding (HPFE) and hierarchical
density feature embedding (HDFE) respectively – learn the
positional and density features, respectively. We apply latefusion between HPFE and HDFE that results in a density
adaptive embedding. As a result, learned-features become
homogeneous for the input point clouds with non-uniform
point sampling densities (e.g., LiDAR scans). The final
block of our RPSRNet, inspired by DCP-v2 [66], contains a
relational network [59]i with an integrated transformer [6],
and a differentiable singular value decomposition (SVD)ii
module. We further refine the estimation with an iterative
rigid alignment architecture with multiple alignment-passes
for a single pair of input sample (See Fig. 3 and Sec. 3.3).
Contributions. The overall contributions and promising
characteristics of this work are as follows:
• A novel BH 2D -tree representation of input point sets.
• An end-to-end trainable rigid registration network with
real time inference on dense point clouds using the following components:
1. HPFE and HDFE using 2D -tree convolution
2. Rigid transformation estimation using relational
network and differentiable SVD.
3. A multi-pass architecture for iterative transformation (R, t) refinement (similar to [67])

2. The Proposed BH 2D -Tree Construction

trees (τ Y and τ X ) are defined by their respective sets of
X
nodes (NY
d and Nd ) and the parent-child relationships
among them at different depths d = 1, 2, . . .. Every point in
Y and X is a D-dimensional position vector, often associated with an additional c-dimensional input feature channel.
The input features can be RGB color channels, local point
densities, or other attributes. Although BH-tree is generalizable for D-dimensional input data, we describe further
details and notations w.r.t 3D data (i.e. D = 3) for easier
understanding. The following steps describe how to build
a BH octree (i.e. 23 = 8 child octants per parent node) by
recursively subdividing the Euclidean space of an input:
1. We determine the extreme point positions, i.e., min,
max values along x, y, and z-axes, and split the whole
space (as root node) from its center into 23 cubical subcells as its child nodes. The half-length of the cube is
called cell length r. Depending on the structure of the
input point clouds, if not a regular grid structure, the
child nodes can be empty, non-empty with more than
one point, and non-empty with exactly one point. We
call them null, internal, and leaf nodes (see Fig. 2-A).
2. For each internal node, we compute the center-of-mass
(CoM) µ ∈ R3 and inverse density (ID)iii ̺− ∈ R+
of the encapsulated points inside. These two attributes
(CoM and ID) of a leaf node are equivalent to the point
position and its local density.
3. We continue the subdivision of the internal nodes only
up to a maximum depth d0 if leaf node is not reached.
Fig.2-(B) illustrates the BH-tree CoMs of the nodes at different depths d = 2, 3, 4 and 5 with their color-coded (magnitude order: red > green > blue) point densities ̺. Furthermore, we establish the indexing of the nodes (Nd ) as well as
their neighborhood indices (κd ) at every depth d using a label array (Ld ) as hash key to retrieve the parent-child information. For instance, the child nodes at depth d of Nd−1,i
(a non-empty parent node i at depth d − 1) will be indexed
in order of the Morton’s ’Z’ curve: {23 ·i+1, . . . , 23 ·i+8}.
The supplement has exemplary indexing.

3. The Proposed RPSRNet Method

Figure 2. Barnes-Hut 2D -Tree construction and nodes.

Given a pair of misaligned input point clouds, a source
Y ∈ RM ×(D+c) and a target X ∈ RN ×(D+c) , we build
Barnes-Hut (BH) [8] 2D -trees τ Y and τ X on them. The
i to

extract the correspondence weights from our hierarchical deep feature embedding of source and target
ii to estimate rotation and translation parameters.

In this section, we formulate the rigid alignment problem
between two BH-trees constructed on the input point cloud
pair, and then describe our RPSRNet model for this rigid
alignment task by highlighting its different components.

3.1. Mathematical Formulation
Rigid registration of a movable 3D point cloud Y =
{y1 , . . . , yM } ∈ RM ×3 (i.e., source) with another point
iii inspired by Monte-Carlo Importance Sampling Density – if m random
samples drawn from a meta-distribution function q(x) of a distribution
p(x), then expectation of sample can be expressed as a fraction of weights
P
p(x)
w(x) = q(x) , such that the normalized importance is m
i=1 w(xi ) = 1.

Figure 3. A schematic design of iterative RPSR network using 2D
tree representation of input point clouds.

cloud X = {x1 , . . . , xN } ∈ RN ×3 (i.e., target) is to esti
mate a 6DoF transformation T = R ∈ SO(3)|t ∈ R3 ,
which can bring both Y and X in a common reference
frame. The problem is often formulated as optimization
of cost function U(R, t) in the form of globally multiplylinked correspondence distance errors:
U(R, t, X, Y) =

X

ωij k(Ryi + t) − xj k22 ,

The output feature maps from HFE are obtained by fusing
(Hadamard product) positional features with features from
inverse density channel. Note, that the fused feature maps
(position ◦ density) FMY ◦ FρY− and FMX ◦ FρX− are
computed separately.
Stage 2: In this stage, we use a Transformer network [6] to learn the contextual residuals φ(Fτ Y , Fτ X ) and
φ(Fτ X , Fτ Y ), between the two embedding Fτ Y and Fτ X .
The contextual map φ : R64×512 × R64×512 → R64×512
denotes the changes between two input embedding (see dimension of output feature from HFE in Sec. 3.2).
Stage 3: We use the differential SVD [49] block on the final
score matrix as suggested by DCP [66]:
S = SoftMax([Fτ X + φ(Fτ X , Fτ Y )] [Fτ Y + φ(Fτ Y , Fτ X )]T )
(3)

3.2. Hierarchical Feature Encoder

(1)

i,j

where k·k denotes the ℓ2 -norm of the distance, and ωij is
correspondence weight. Without ωij (or with constant values for all (yi , xj ) pairs), the influence of putative matches
on Eq. (1) cannot be distinguished from spurious matches.
In the context of our BH-tree representation of the inputs
(i.e., Y → τ Y and X → τ X ), we reformulate U(R, t) as
a multi-scale sum of mean-squared distance errors between
y
X
x
the CoMs (MY
d = {µd,l } and Md = {µd,l }) of the reY
spective sets of non-empty tree-nodes (Nd = {nyd,l } and
x
NX
d = {nd,l }) at different depths d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d0 } and
labels l ∈ {1, 2, .., (23 )d }), and weighted by their correy−
X−
sponding ID values ρY−
= {̺P
= {̺x−
d,l } and ρd
d
d,l }).
Therefore, the multiply-linked ( i,j ) correspondence distance errors are now applicable on the CoMs of the nonempty nodes at every depth:
U(R, t, τ X , τ Y ) =

XX
d



x−
̺y−
k Rµyd,l + t − µx
k2 . (2)
d,l ̺
d,l̂ 2
d,l̂

l,l̂

Generalized Procrustes methods [34, 27] give a closed-form
solution for R̂, t̂ = arg minR,t U(R, t, X, Y) in Eq. (1)
without input weights ωij as R̂ = USVT and t̂ = X−RY,
where UΣVT = SVD((X − X)(Y − Y)T ) and S =
diag(1, . . . , 1, det(UV)). X and Y are the mean of the inputs . Analogously, the DGR [13] method shows a closed
form solution for R, t with correspondence weights ωij in
Eq. (1)
Our RPSRNet is a deep-learning framework (see Fig. 3)
to estimate rigid transformation R, t in Eq. (2) by using
high-dimensional features learned for the CoM and ID attributes of input trees. Our pipeline has three main stages:
Stage 1: We propose a hierarchical feature encoder (HFE)
that returns feature maps Fτ Y and Fτ X for the input trees.

Figure 4. Nodes at different depth of Barnes-Hut tree as the input
of our hierarchical feature encoder (HFE).

Our HFE (see Fig. 4) takes the BH 23 -tree attributes –
the CoMs, IDs, labels of nodes, and list of 26 neighbours of
all non-empty nodes at every depth as input. HFE has has
two embedding layers – one to encode the features from
the position of CoMs, and the other from the IDs – named
as HPFE and HDFE, respectively. The encoder has four
hidden layers. Three of them encode the features only at
Y
the non-empty (NY
d , Nd ) at depths d = 5, 4, 3,, and the
fourth is Tree-to-Voxel layer which converts the non-empty
tree nodes at depth 2 into a voxel structure, i.e., 23 ·23 = 43 .
The empty locations are zero-filled. The final layer is a fully
connected layer to up-sample the feature maps. Each embedding layer does a set of operations, i.e., 1D convolution
+ Batch Normalization [33] + ReLU [45] + Max-Pooling
operations. We call this as a basic unit and named HDFE(d)
or HPFE(d) based on their input attributes.

Barnes-Hut 23 -Tree Convolution / Pooling. To perform
the tree convolution operation, we use smart indexing of
tree nodes, parent-child relation order, and adjacency system of their neighborhoods. Fig. 2-(A) shows a ‘Z’-curve
(known as Morton’s curve) traverse through nodes at the
current depth d and increase their label index l by 1 leaving
the empty node label as -1. If the parent node was empty,
the ‘Z’curve skips that octant. Hence, we keep an array for
the labels Ld at every depth to serve as hash map (See supplementary material ). Next, for the convolution operation
on every non-empty node, 26 adjacent nodes from the same
depth are fetched. Notably adjacent sibling nodes can be
empty. At run time, we dispatch a zero filling operation on
those empty neighbors for indexed based (Ld ) 1D convolution. In the reverse case, while Max-Pooling, information
flows from child to parent nodes. Hence the same operation
of zero filling is done on the empty siblings of a non-empty
parent (See supplement for for detailed example indexing
on a tree and operations like zero-filling and child-filling).
The following is the input and output feature dimensions at
depth d using weight filter W after 1D convolution:
Fout = Conv1D(W ∈ R|Nd |×26+1 , Fin ∈ R|Nd |×2

(10−d)

) (4)

3.3. Iterative Registration Loss
RPSRNet predicts the final transformation in multiple
steps. On every internal iteration k, a combined loss LkR,t
on rotation: LkR = k(Rkpred )T Rgt − Ik2 , and translation:
Lkt = k(tkpred ) − tgt k2 is minimized. Our combined loss
LkR,t and total loss LR,t using learnable scale parameters
σR and σt (for balanced learning of the components) are:
LkR,t = exp(−σR )LkR + σR + exp(−σt )Lkt + σt (5)
X 1
( )k LkR,t , where k0 = max iteration.
and LR,t =
2
k

The scale parameters σR and σt help the network to learn
the wide range of transformations.

4. Data Preparation and Evaluation Method
We evaluate on synthetic ModelNet40 [75] dataset which
contains 9843 training and 2468 test samples of CAD models under 40 different categories, and also KITTI LiDAROdometry [22, 9] as several driving sequences.
ModelNet40 Dataset. In one setup (M1), we use all the
∼9.8K training and ∼2.4K testing samples under all 40 different object categories. In another setup (M2), to evaluate the generalizability of our network, we choose a training set TM with shapes belonging to the first twenty cat∗
egories, and testing set TM
where shapes are from the
other twenty categories that are not seen during training.
All input samples are scaled between [−1, 1]. The target point clouds are obtained after transforming its clone

by random orientations (θx , θy , θz ) ∈ (0◦ , 45◦ ] and a random linear translation (tx , ty , tz ) ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. To help
the deep networks better cope with the data disturbances,
another 950 training and 240 testing samples are randomly selected to be preprocessed by four different settings of noise or data disturbances on source point clouds
– (i) adding Gaussian ∼N (0, 0.02) and (ii) uniformly distributed noise ∼U (−1.0, 1.0) which are 20% of the total points in a sample, (iii) cropping a chunk (approx.
20%) of data, and (iv) jitter each point’s position with
a displacement tolerance 0.03. The choice of applying
one of the four options is random. We prepare five instances of the validation sets with increasing level of noise
(1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 40%), jitter (increasing displacement threshold), and crops (1%, 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%).
KITTI Dataset. There are 22 driving sequences in
KITTI LiDAR odometry dataset. We prepare two setups – in the first setup (K1-w/o), the ground points
are removed from each sample using the label information from SemanticKITTI [9], and in the second setup
(K2-w) samples remain unchanged. The samples from
each driving sequence 00 to 07 are split into 70%, 20%,
and 10% as training, testing and validation sets and then
merged. The number of frames in the sequences are
4541, 1101, 4661, 801, 271, 2761, 1101, and 1101 respectively. Source point clouds from any of these sets are randomly selected frame-indices, whereas the corresponding
targets are with next fifth frame-indices. Our RPSRNet can
process point clouds with actual size. Due to the memory
and scalability issues, PointNetLK [5], DCP-v2 [66], and
CPD [44] use inputs down-sampled to 2048 points.
Evaluation Baselines. We compare state-of-the-art neural
network-based methods – DCP-v2 [66] and PointNetLK [5]
against our RPSRNet. We also evaluate several unsupervised methods – ICP [10], FilterReg [21], CPD [44],
FGR [77], GAi [25, 26] – for broader analysis (see Sec. A
of the supplement for details on training and parameter settings) and ignore some recent CNN-based methods [48, 71,
13] that have higher run time (> 150 milliseconds).
Evaluation Metrics. We use angular deviation ϕ between
the ground truth and predicted rotation matrices (Rgt , R),
and similarly, the Euclidean distance error ∆t between the
ground truth and predicted translations (tgt , t) as:


ϕ = cos−1 0.5(tr RTgt R − 1) , ∆t = ktgt − tk. (6)

5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Indoor Scenes: Synthetic ModelNet40
Since the DCP and PointNetLK provide the pre-trained
model only on the clean version of the ModelNet40 [75]
dataset, we retrain the networks on our augmented versions
iA

GPU implementation

performance deteriorates further from being the best (at 1%
noise level) to the second-worst (at 40% noise level). DCP
approach is more robust than PointNetLK but the noise intolerance issue is still pertinent for both methods. RPSRNet
is far more robust and stable than the competing methods
(Fig. 6 shows qualitative results on few evaluation samples).

5.2. Outdoor Scene: KITTI LiDAR Dataset

Figure 5. Transformation error evaluated by DCP-v2 [66], PointNetLK [5], GA [25], FGR [77], FilterReg [21] , ICP [10] and our
RPSRNet on corrupted ModelNet40 [75]. Five increasing level of
disturbances for each of the four types of disturbances. RPSRNet
is stable performer and clear winner for most of the test instances.

(M1) and (M2). RPSRNet, DCP-v2 [66], PointNetLK [5],
ICP [10], CPD [44], FilterReg [21], FGR [77], and GA [25]
are evaluated on all twenty validation sets (for each different type and level of data disturbances). Despite training
with the additional 950 samples, both DCP and PointNetLK
show a common generalizability issue. The error plots in
Fig. 5 show increasing nature prediction inaccuracies for
DCP and PointNetLK, with the increasing level of data disturbances. For instance, the transformation error of PointNetLK jumps several times higher when the noise level increases from 1% to 5% – for Gaussian noise, the rotational
error ϕrmse increases from 2.267◦ to 82.69◦ and the translational error ∆trmse increases from 0.1844 to 5.945. The
same increment also occurs for the Uniform noise. When
the input data is clean, FGR [77] performs the best with the
lowest transformation error (ϕrmse = 1.082◦ and ∆trmse =
0.000267). FGR is also consistently superior to all other
competing methods at every level of data perturbation, but
its translation error is significantly higher in case of partial
data registration. With the increasing level of noise, FGR’s

Experiments show most unsupervised alignment methods ICP [10], CPD [44], FilterReg [21], and GA [25] all
fail to recover mainly the correct translation difference between source and target, and gets trapped into bad local
minima. The evaluation Table 1, reports the final RMSE
values on orientations and translations averagediv over eight
sequences (00 - 07) for all baseline methods. The upper
and lower sub-rows indicate (K1-w/o) and (K2-w) setups
respectively. Like in ModelNet40 experiment, FGR [77]
performs better among the unsupervised approaches. Our
RPSRNet (the last two columns) outperforms all competing
methods. For instance, in K2-w setup, unsupervided methods ICP, FilterReg, CPD and GA reports ∆trmse as 1.08,
0.77, 1.08, and 1.0 which are 1.87, 1.33, 1.87, and 1.72
times higher than RPSRNet’s error value 0.58. In the K1w/o setup, all methods record higher transformation errors,
especially on translation part, than RPSRNet. A small rotational inaccuracy in range of 0.5◦ to 3◦ after registration
is acceptable because further refinement using ICP or other
fast alignment [4] methods reduce such difference. But a
prediction error beyond 70 cm for the translation part denotes large dispute. In K1-w/o setup: RPSRNet3 has 1.31
and 1.33 times lower rotational and translational errors than
the respective second best methods DCP-v2 and FilterReg.
On the other hand, in K2-w setup: the same error for rotation is 1.35 lower than second best candidate GA [25], but
the translation error is 1.1 times higher as the second best
behind DCP-v2. The Fig. 8 shows some qualitative results
from our RPSRNet3 compared to other competing methods
on some challenging frames from sequence 03 and 06.
Frame-to-Frame LiDAR Registration. Using the trained
model of RPSRNet, we predict the relative transformations
on all consecutive pairs of frames in a given sequence. Lets
assume that the relative transformation between the sensor
poses from frame f to f + 1 is Tf4×4 = [Rf tf ] w.r.t the
initial sensor pose [Rinit , tinit ]. The trajectory of a point p~ =
(0, 0, 0, 1)T shown in the Fig. 7 is the locus of its spatial
positions starting from frame 1 as p~1 till the frame f as
p
~f = [Rinit tinit ] · ([Rf tf ] · [Rf −1 tf −1 ] · · · [R1 t1 ])−1 · p
~. (7)

for four different sequences. Our measurements are close to
the ground-truth.
iv The supplementary document provides a detailed evaluation on the
individual sequences

Figure 6. Qualitative registration outcomes on few samples fetched during evaluation of competing methods against noisy data.
On KITTI [22] Dataset
FilterReg [21] DCP-v2 [66] PointNetLK [5] RPSRNet1 (ours) RPSRNet3 (ours)
GA* [25]
FGR [77]
ICP [10]
CPD [44]
ϕrmse , ∆trmse
ϕrmse , ∆trmse
Seq. ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse
3.55, 1.08
3.30, 1.0
3.29, 0.85
3.15, 1.08
3.08, 0.77
2.92, 0.89
4.02, 1.12
3.13, 0.88
2.22, 0.58
mean
3.03, 1.07
2.94, 1.02
3.25, 1.11
3.06, 1.20
3.26, 1.20
2.96, 0.76
5.17, 1.20
3.03, 1.01
2.18, 0.84

Table 1. Evaluation on KITTI [22] LiDAR sequences 00 to 07. Each cell in the table denotes the RMSE on angular and translational
deviations from ground-truth when averaged over all 8 sequences. The nested-rows (upper and lower) denote the (K1-w/o) and (K2-w)
setups. The lowest transformation errors achieved by any method is highlighted in bold or underlined bold font.

Figure 7. Vehicle trajectories for the KITTI LiDAR sequences are
obtained by registering consecutive pairs of frames.

terReg [21] and GA [25] takes the input with its actual
point size for KITTI whereas other methods – DCP-v2 [66],
PointNetLK [5] and CPD [44] takes downsampled version
(2048 points / frame) of the point clouds otherwise special
GPU or CPU memory cards are required. The input point
size (2048 points / sample) is constant for all methods in
case of ModelNet40 dataset. RPSRNet, DCP-v2, PointNetLK, GA run on an NVIDIA Titan 1080 GPU, whereas
CPD, FGR, ICP and FilterReg are run on a 3.0GHz Intel
Xeon CPU. Training time per epoch for RPSRNet, DCPv2, PointNetLK are 5, 18, and 12 minutes, respectively.

5.4. Ablation Study
5.3. Runtime and Efficiency
RPSRNet is computationally efficient with the fastest inference time among the competing methods on all tested
datasets (see Fig. 9). RPSRNet, FGR [77], ICP [10], Fil-

Why not DCP-v2 with iterative refinement?
In this
ablation, we implement two hybrid versions of DCP-v2 –
(i) DCP-v3: it uses DCP-v2 architecture with additional
loss functions (cyclic consistency and embedding disparity)

Figure 10. On clean ModelNet40 [75] (left) : If we use iterative
refinement, the transformation errors of DCP-v2 [66] and DCP-v3
(modified version of DCP-v2 including additional loss functions
from PRNet [67]) start diverging to increase. The same observation also found on ModelNet40 with 40% Gaussian noise for all
three methods (right).

Figure 8. Results of our RPSRNet3 on some samples from the validation set of KITTI [22, 9] dataset (left column: frame 000477 (as
Y) and 000482 (as X) of seq-03 and right column: frame 000019
(as Y) and 000024 (as X) from the seq-06). Zoomed parts of
each image highlights how other competing methods perform in
aligning static target objects – e.g., cars and bushes.

Figure 9. Runtime of the competing methods on KITTI and
ModelNet40 with values for the deep-learning based methods.
The methods with star marks above take the whole point cloud,
whereas others use subsampled version of ∼2K.

from its extension PRNet [67] and (ii) DCP-v4: this is DCPv2 with two internal alignment network blocks. Fig. 10
shows that DCP-v2 and DCP-v3 diverge when tested on
clean ModelNet40 with increasing number of external iterations for prediction refinement. On noisy version of Mod-

elNet40, all three versions of DCP (v2, v3, v4) diverge with
increasing errors. This test states that an iterative approach
similar to us with additional loss functions does not help
DCP-v2 [66]. It also reasserts how our novel representation, 2D -tree convolution, and weighted feature embedding
improve the overall accuracy.

6. Conclusions and Discussion
Our work presents a novel input representation and an
end-to-end learning framework for rigid point set registration using 23 -tree convolution. Extensive experiments
on different types of datasets show RPSRNet outperforms
competing methods in terms of inference speed and accuracy. The proposed network has limitations to tackle partialto-partial data registration which is a higher level challenge.
We plan to integrate loss functions which deal with partially overlapping data, e.g., Chamfer distance, and also extend our network architecture for estimating non-rigid displacement fields, e.g. scene-flow. Hence, in future, we will
implement the deconvolution blocks against each layer of
the encoder part in the current network. At present, we
build the BH-trees of the input point clouds on CPU (in 45 ms./sample) before training starts and pass its attributes
to the network during training time as arrays. It disrupts a
single application flow. We will integrate a GPU implementation of BH-Tree [12] for direct input data processing.
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This supplementary document summarizes several relevant details for deeper understanding about our RPSRNet
in three main Secs. 1, 2 and 3. The Sec. 1 lists down the
parameter settings and training protocols of all benchmark
methods alongside our proposed RPSRNet. We also show
the effects of different batch size and scaled loss learning
on the prediction accuracy of the network. The next Sec. 2
gives insights to our BH 2D -tree convolution operation using linearized node-indexing. In the end, Sec. 3 provides
more insightful results and evaluation of our method on
ModelNet40 [12] and KITTI [5] datasets.

1. Evaluation Method and Training Details.
We train the registration networks of DCP [10], PRNet [11], and PointNetLK [1] methods all from scratch (w/o
using their pre-trained models) following standard training
protocols from the respective studies. Both DCP and its
extended version PRNet, and PointNetLK take 250 epochs
to train the network with a learning rate of 10−3 and using ADAM optimizer. During experiments, we find that
PRNet has inherent issues of ill-conditioned feature embedding matrix computations which causes random crashes
during training. Hence, we do not evaluate PRNet. While
a batch size 10 is set for the DCP, PointNetLK is trained
with batch size 32 and internal alignment iterations 10. The
optimal hyper-parameters for our RPSRNet are – required
number of epochs: 250, batch size: 16 (see the reason in
Sec. 1.1), learning rate: 0.0001, loss dissipation factor (β):
0.2, rotational/translational scale (σR /σt ): -5.0 / -2.5 for
KITTI dataset and -9.0 / -10.0 for ModelNet40 dataset, and
a dropout: 0.2. On the other hand, the maximum number of
iterations for all the unsupervised iterative alignment methods ICP [3], CPD [7], FilterReg [4], FGR [13], and GA [6],
is set to 200. The mean µ = 0.0 and Gaussian spread
σ = 0.05 are set for FilterReg and CPD (data-based automatic initialization of σ is also possible). FGR method
uses Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [9, 8] descriptor
of the input source and target point clouds and use them in
their global optimization step to estimate rigid transforma-

tion. Hence, it takes a search radius to localize descriptor
space for every point. We set the search-radius parameter
to 0.15. To evaluate the GA, we set its astrophysical parameter settings as – Gravitational constant (G): 6.67 · 10−3 ,
force softening length (): 0.05, time step (∆t): 0.05, and
energy dissipation rate: 0.3.

1.1. Importance of Batch-Size and Scaled Loss
On KITTI [5] and ModelNet40 [12] Datasets
(K2-w)
(K1-w/o)
(M1-seen)
(M2-unseen)
Batch SLL
Sizes 1 ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse
7
1.4394, 2.19
1.481, 1.53 5.82 , 0.04452 5.878, 0.0468
8
X 0.9747, 0.87 0.9234, 0.84 4.3111, 0.0221 4.667, 0.0281
7 1.5823 , 2.24 1.4645, 1.39 6.1468 , 0.0472 6.2004, 0.0423
16
X 0.9889, 0.81
0.9651, 0.7 4.588, 0.02377 5.221, 0.0252
7 1.5452 , 2.25 1.3855, 1.44 7.006 , 0.0536 8.613, 0.0542
32
X 0.9407, 1.03
0.9025, 0.7 4.1318, 0.0189 4.203, 0.0195

Table 1. Importance of different batch sizes and scaled loss learning (SLL) in RPSRNet: Our method using scaled loss learning
(SLL) with 32 input samples in a batch reports minimum rotational and translation RMSE on both the KITTI and ModelNet40
datasets There is a notable exception on ∆trmse while using the
batch size 16 for KITTI (K2-w) setup.

We investigate thoroughly how different batch sizes,
scaled version of our loss function (Sec.3.3 of main matter)
and pre-processing step of removing ground points impact
on the final prediction accuracies. The evaluation Table 1
shows that with scaling, there are notable improvements
on translation error for KITTI [5] dataset. The similar improvement on rotational error is clear for ModelNet40 [12]
dataset. For the experiments in the main matter, we select
batch size 16.

2. BH 2D -tree Convolution and Node Indexing
This section describes the compact storage mechanism
and input signal processing of our BH 2D -tree representation of point cloud. To this end, we have already saved several lists of attributes of the tree nodes at every depth d:

Figure 1. An exemplary Barnes-Hut 2D -Tree: (A) Different types of BH-tree nodes and space-filling Morton’s ‘Z’-curve for tree traversal.
(B) Overview of the labeling, indexing, neighborhood system through parent-child relationships.

(i) Md , Nd , and ρ−
d – the center of masses (CoMs) Md and
the inverse densities (IDs) ρ−
d of the non-empty nodes Nd
linearly store the respective values
(ii) Ld – a label array Ld stores the sorted indices of nonempty nodes in an increasing order. This array holds -1
value to those positions where the nodes are empty. The
Fig. 1 gives the complete overview of depth-wise labeling
and indexing of the nodes.
(iii) κd – Finally, we have a set of 26i neighbors κd (nd,l ) for
every non-empty
 node nd,l ∈ Nd at depth d ∈ {1, 2, . . .}
and label l ∈ 1, 2, . . . , (23 )d . The Fig. 2 describes the
adjacency system of a given node.
i or

27 neighbors including itself

2D -tree Convolution. The first hierarchical embedding
block (HFE) for positional features takes the CoMs array
Md which has x, y, and, z coordinates as 3 input channels. The other dimension is the number of non-empty
nodes, i.e., |Nd |. Another separate HFE for density features takes the IDs as 1D scalar array. For this we first tile
the input to match the same dimension of position channel,
i.e., |Nd | × 3. The integer array Ld has the storage size of
23 · |Nd |. For 1D convolution on all nd,l ∈ Nd the with
kernel size 26 and stride 26, we first perform a neighbor-fill
operation. To keep our input tensor of fixed size equal to
26 · |Nd |, we fill the positions of the array with zero which
are empty.

increase in the translational error when evaluated on
(K2) setup compared to the same on (K1) setup.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 and 4 show registration outcomes from competing methods on some randomly selected
samples. The final alignments applying different methods
show that most methods struggle to find globally optimal
transformation when input data is largely incomplete.

References
Figure 2. Neighbors of a non-empty node at depth d. 26 adjacent nodes κd (nd,l ) of nd,l (always at the current depth of convolving node) are the ones which are at the extreme end by 2rd
length from nd,l . The zero-fill operation sets zero values to the
neighbors which are found empty. A linear array stores the neighbors contagiously following the order shown at right. Therefore,
our 1D convolution kernel size is 26.

Hierarchical Pooling. Pooling is a converse operation
of convolution where we fetch the information from child
nodes to the parent nodes or in other words from nodes at
the higher depth of our BH-tree to the lower depth, e.g.,
from d = 3 2. After a convolution, the parent-child information needs to be reconstructed for Max-Pooling. Lets observe the parent-child relationship using Ld . The j th child
Cj (Pi ) of a non-empty parent node Pi = nd,i = Nd [i] can
be retrieved from the array N(d+1) , using the formula:
Cj (Pi ) = Nd+1 [Ld+1 [i · 8 + j]]

(1)

Since we store the labels at every depth and do not recompute the neighbors at runtime, we first perform a child-fill
operation which is to fill attributes’ values of the empty
neighbor nodes by zero at the current depth. Therefore our
input-tensor will have the size of 23 · |Nd | as of the label
array Ld . For the neighbor-fill and child-fill operations, we
write custom functions in CUDA/C++ for Pytorch-binding.

3. Insightful Results and Evaluations.
We present more insightful registration results for
KITTI [5] LiDAR odometry and ModelNet40 [12] datasets
(see Table. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 respectively). The quantitative results on KITTI dataset give important few remarks
about other methods:
1. Only on seq-00 and seq-05, FGR and ICP wins the
contest of lowest translation error. Although, their difference from RPSRNet is significantly small.
2. In the (K2) setup, all methods record higher transformation errors, especially on translational part, on most
of the sequences.
3. On seq-01, GA [6], FGR [13], ICP [3] FilterReg [4],
PointNetLK [1], and our RPSRNet1 (single internal iteration) report 39%, 119%, 6%, 171%, 86% and 6.90%
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Seq.
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

On KITTI [5] Dataset
FilterReg [4] DCP-v2 [10] PointNetLK [1] RPSRNet1 (ours) RPSRNet3 (ours)
CPD [7]
GA* [6]
FGR [13]
ICP [3]
ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse ϕrmse , ∆trmse
ϕrmse , ∆trmse
ϕrmse , ∆trmse
4.82, 1.09
4.77, 0.82
4.72, 0.80
4.77, 0.80
4.87, 1.07
5.44, 1.27
4.48, 1.01
3.30, 0.81
4.99, 1.12
4.91, 1.39
4.78, 0.93
4.78, 0.83
4.70, 0.84
4.92, 0.88
4.78, 0.80
6.11, 1.27
4.56, 0.73
3.31, 1.0
3.18, 1.54
2.99, 1.74
3.06, 1.10
3.06, 2.27
3.02, 0.89
3.0, 0.95
4.50, 1.33
2.79, 1.28
2.13, 0.48
3.15, 1.88
3.06, 2.42
2.88, 2.42
2.83, 2.41
2.77, 2.41
1.80, 0.68
5.22, 1.18
3.04, 1.38
2.0, 1.03
3.67, 0.98
3.71, 1.02
3.63, 1.0
3.42, 0.69
3.52, 0.76
4.21, 1.0
3.69, 0.73
2.66, 0.6
3.87, 1.28
3.0, 1.11
3.71, 1.09
3.66, 0.9
3.66, 0.91
3.81, 1.1
3.52, 0.53
5.77, 0.96
3.73, 1.10
2.88, 1.11
0.38, 0.88
0.34, 0.72
0.31, 0.59
0.14, 0.56
0.14, 0.49
0.24, 0.66
0.90, 0.81
0.14, 0.72
0.10, 0.41
0.23, 0.58
0.18, 0.43
0.20, 0.74
0.13, 0.91
0.35, 0.78
0.18, 0.3395
2.1, 1.01
0.16, 0.85
0.08, 0.68
2.58, 1.09
2.64, 1.12
2.65, 1.06
2.64, 1.07
1.97, 0.89
2.20, 1.37
3.88, 1.31
2.74, 0.55
1.11, 0.50
2.77, 0.91
2.64, 0.85
2.64, 1.09
2.65, 1.11
2.11, 1.18
2.07, 1.01
4.86, 1.27
2.28, 0.38
1.19, 0.21
3.81, 0.79
3.41, 0.7135 3.29, 0.4142
2.95, 0.75
3.16, 0.62
2.01, 0.42
4.09, 0.79
3.09, 0.87
1.91, 0.71
3.0, 0.69
3.30, 0.64
3.27, 0.80
2.8, 1.12
3.89, 0.99
3.15, 0.63
4.2, 1.12
3.35, 1.06
1.11, 0.91
4.67, 0.96
4.13, 0.85
4.04, 0.87
3.64, 1.20
4.04, 0.88
3.02, 0.69
3.08, 0.99
4.01, 0.64
3.0, 0.50
2.85, 1.28
1.55, 1.02
4.13, 1.21
3.26, 1.32
4.03, 1.29
3.74, 0.48
4.87, 0.97
2.64, 0.48
3.94, 0.69
4.39, 0.78
4.46, 0.91
4.41, 1.03
4.11, 0.99
4.48, 1.22
6.04, 1.44
4.06, 0.81
3.58, 0.61
4.89, 1.0
4.31, 0.71
4.34, 0.77
4.46, 0.88
4.37, 0.95
4.22, 0.99
4.45, 1.58
8.21, 1.81
4.45, 1.08
3.11, 1.07

Table 2. Evaluation on KITTI [5] LiDAR sequences 00 to 07. The first row under each sequence reports the RMSE on angular and
translational deviations from ground-truth measured on its validation samples in (K1-w/o) setup: without ‘ground points’. The next row
under the same sequence reports the same error (with gray-colored and italic font-style for better distinction) on the same validation set in
(K2-w) setup: with ‘ground points’. The lowest transformation errors achieved by a method is highlighted in bold or underlined bold font.

Figure 3. Registration outcomes on few samples of ModelNet40 dataset. The results show robustness of RPSRNet compared to state-ofthe-art methods.

Figure 4. Results of our RPSRNet3 on some randomly selected samples from the validation set of KITTI [5, 2] dataset (left column: frame
000131 (as Y) and 000136 (as X) of seq-01 and right column: frame 001721 (as Y) and 001726 (as X) from the seq-05). Zoomed parts
of each image highlights how other competing methods perform in aligning static objects of target scene.

